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from kansai international airport
＜ by nankai railway＞to namba sta.by limited express (approx.30min,1390jpy)or express(approx.45min,890jpy)
from namba sta. out from ticket gate and down to the ground floor by the escalator and go straight, out of the building you will see rotary
and go to left 30m. walk along midousuji avenue like reversing the car flow,go under the express way halfway,keep straight,before you
go across the river, make the left(go across Midousuji Avenue),100m hotelis on your left.
＜by airport bus＞Please take a bus bound for OCAT from #11 bus stop on the ground floor of kansai international airport and get off at
terminal stop OCAT. (approx48min 1,000jpy)
from OCAT
The bus arrives at 2F of OCAT.Please go down to the ground foor by escalator and you will see the post office.facing the entrance of
post office,go to left 50m and out of the building. when you see the express way (and sennichimae street),go to the right,and make the
left at the next traffic light,keep straight 50m,before you go across the bridge,make the right and go under the neon sign and keep
walking 50m,hotel is on the right.
from Itami airport(Osaka international airport)
Please take the bus bound for OCAT from #2 bus stop of the north terminal or #12 of the south terminal of the ground floor ,and get off at
namba bus stop or OCAT.
from OCAT bus terminal
The bus arrives at 2F of OCAT.Go down to the ground foor by escalator and you will see the post office.facing the entrance of post
office,go to left 50m and out of the building. You will see the express way (and sennichimae street),go to the right,and make the left at
the first traffic light,keep straight 50m,before you go across the bridge,make the right go under the neon sign and keep walking 50m on
the right.
Namba bus stop
After you get off the bus,please go to left.You will see the midousuji avenue. Please walk along the midousuji avenue like reversing the
car flow 250m. You will go under th express way halfway.Before going across the bridge,go to left.(There is yoshinoya at the corner.)
Approx.100m the hotel on the left.
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